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Quote Order Processing
Using the Munics Quote Order Entry program (QUOTE), we can enter items that
have special pricing for a certain period of time, or maybe we are quoting new
items for the first time to a customer. Each Quote Order entered will have a
default expiration date that will be system generated. The expiration date will be
set to (30) days after the entry date. The expiration date can be overridden at
entry time, but keep in mind this shouldn’t be set to an unreasonable period of
time. The main reason for using the quote order entry program is to get the sale.
Using quote order entry in conjunction with PRM, we can easily stay on top of the
customer, which will help in the process of turning that quote into an Order.
Outlined in this document, will be screen prints on how to enter the quote as well
as troubleshooting, helpful hints and follow-up requirements.
Quote Order Entry Main Screen

Use the “(A)dd” mode to create the Quote.
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After selecting the customer, there are (2) ways to select the Ship-to, or if the
ship-to is the same as the customer, then you can just enter the word “SAME”.
First you can open a small selection window by using the “CTRL-G” function.

Or you can hit the “Esc” escape key at the ship-to prompt and you will get a
larger selection window.
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Quote Order Entry Header Prompt Screen

After selecting the customer and ship-to number, you will then be prompted for
“header” field information. These prompts can be accepted as is, or overridden
with valid parameters.
These are the header field prompts:
9 144 – price matrix – this is the customers default, you can override this
field by using the “CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current
price matrix. Normally this field isn’t changed.
9 15 – customer purchase order Number - This is used to enter the
customer’s PO # if needed, it is not required in the quote order process.
9 153 – memo field – This is used for internal memo comments for this
quote. Entry into this field is optional.
9 31 – Remarks – This field is used for any special remarks that you want
printed on the picking ticket, if the quote is turned into an Order. Entry into
this field is optional.
9 54 – Ship via – This is the shipping method. This value will default to the
setup in the customer master. You can use the “CTRL-G” function that will
open a window for all current ship via methods.
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9 56 – Freight Payment Method – This field controls the freight payment
method. This value will default to the setup in the customer master. You
can use the “CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current
freight payment codes.
9 58 – Term code – This field control the payment terms on the quote. This
value will default to the setup in the customer master. You can use the
“CTRL-G” function that will open a window for all current term codes.
Normally this field isn’t overridden.
Once you have entered all header prompts, you are brought to the detail line
entry screen, where all items are to be entered.
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Quote Order Entry Detail Line Screen

When entering each Item you will be prompted for the following:
9 2 – Order Quantity – Enter the total quantity for each item.
9 9 – Sell price – This field will default to the customers discounted price. If
you which to give special price, you can override the displayed sell price.
9 28 Description line (2) – If there are additional descriptions for that item
that you want printed for that item, you can enter them here.
After entering through the detail line prompts, your newly entered detail line will
be displayed as follows:
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For Pre-cut Items, the system will automatically explode the pre-cut item into the
sleeve item. Quantity should always be entered on the pre-cut line item. There
will be a “sub-line” for all sleeve items.

After entering all lines you can get to the option prompt by hitting the “delete”
key.
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While processing the Quote order is straight forward, there are other functions
that can be utilized within the program. There are options at both the header and
detail line prompts that you can use. To list the “header” options, you can simply
enter “O” at the “Header (O)pitons: prompt.

Using the header (F)ield no. – to update a header field, enter “F” the then the
field number that you want to update. To see what fields are on which screens, at
the Header (O)ption: prompt, hold down the “Shift” key and the number keys 1-6.
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This is an example of header screen one.
Using the (N)ext line feature, you can add additional detail lines:

Using the (U)date line command, you can change any detail line field. Normally
this is used to change the order quantity or the sell price. After entering (U) the
system will prompt you for the line number to be updated. This is usually 10, 20,
30, etc.
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Using the (R)emove line command, any detail line can be delete from the quote.
The system will again prompt you for the line number to be removed and you will
be prompted with a question confirming the line deletion.

Using the (M)argin View command, you can check margins, update pricing,
quantities, or change margins by utilizing other options within the margin view.
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Using the (O)ption key while in the (M)argin view you can perform the following
commands:

When using the change (T)otal margin, you can update the total order profit%.
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Using the View quantit(Y) Option, you are brought to a screen that one or all line
quantities can be changed:

Other Options are available under the quantit(Y) view screen, these option can
be accessed by using the (O)ption key.
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Using the (E)xit and Abort command will delete the quote from the system. If you
delete the quote, you cannot access it again. The system will confirm that you
wish to delete the quote, after selecting the (E)xit option. Also you can only (E)xit
and abort if you are in the (A)dd quote mode for the first time. If you have already
accepted the quote and you are in (U)pdate mode, you must use the (R)emove
Quote from the Main quote menu.
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Using the change ship(T)o id, can be used to quickly override the ship-to name
and address information.
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Using the header (C)omments option, you can add comments to the Quote that
will print out in the body of the QOP (Quote Order Print). Remember these
comments may be scene by the customer if the quote is faxed. There are options
that control this and they are called “auto transfer codes”. You can review these
options by using the “CTRL-W” feature. This feature will display the transfer
codes and how to use them.

Using the add mode, you can enter up to 999 line of comments, 50 characters
per line.
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This is an example of Header comments that will be printed on the Pick Ticket
(PTP), Sales Order (SOP) and Invoice Print (INVP).

Using the (S)ummary function, you can see all totals for the quote, which include
tax and total merchandise.
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Using (A)ccept & update, you can accept your quote and process another one.

Using the (Q)uery Menu, you can automatically go to other Munics programs and
then return to Quote in one easy step.
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Using the (G) option, the system will open a window where you can optionally
enter the Email contact information or the Fax number and contact so that at the
end of entering the Quote you will have the option to send the Quote Order Form
(QOP) automatically.

Chose “E” for email or “F” for Fax and include all the proper contact info.
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Quote Order Detail Line Update/Functions
Like Header Options, there is Detail line options as well. You can access the
detail line options by updating the line and entering (O)ptions at the “Detail
Update (O)ptions:” prompt.

Using the detail (F)ield no. function, you can update any detail line fields that
exist on screens 1-6. By holding the “Shift” and number keys 1-6, you can display
all the possible detail line fields. Screen one is display below:
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Using the (N)ext line to update function, you will be prompted for the next line
you want to update.

Using the detail (C)omments function, you can add detail line comments for all or
just one line. These comments will be printed under the item when using the
PTP, SOP or INVP forms.
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Remember these comments may be scene by the customer if the quote is faxed.
There are options that control this and they are called “auto transfer codes”. You
can review these options by using the “CTRL-W” feature. This feature will display
the transfer codes and how to use them.
Using the add mode, you can enter up to 999 line of comments, 50 characters
per line.
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Using the (S)ummary function, you can see all totals for the quote, which include
tax and total merchandise.

Using the (A)ccept and exit function, you can accept your transaction and exit the
quote order entry. You will be prompted for the following upon exiting.
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After accepting the Quote, you will be prompted with a “follow-up” window. This
is used in conjunction with the PRM (Partner Relationship Module). Depending
on the Quote, yourself the salesperson or both, should follow-up on the Quote. It
is very important that the quote is followed up on in a timeline basis. The followup will show up under the “My Schedule” menu option in PRM. The follow-up will
have a default of 3 days after the quote date. You can change the follow-up date
and select who should follow-up on the Quote. Multiple people can be assigned
to the same quote.

*** Please pay close attention when entering the “Contact” information.
User must do one of the following****
•
•
•

Use the “CTRL-G” function to select the contact from PRM.
Use the “CTRL-N” function to add a new contact for this follow-up and that
contact will be added to the PRM contacts
OR use the “CTRL-T” function to add a “One-Time” contact that will NOT
be added to the PRM contact database.
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Within the “Schedule An Activity” window, you can select your contact, add line
comments and select the owner that should do the follow-up. Using the
“CTRL-P” function at the “Owner” prompt will display the following selection list.

To select multiple owners, just hold the “Shift” and right arrow keys, next to
the highlighted name, and then that name will also be displayed under the
“Current Owners” column.
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If you chose during the Quote Order Entry to automatically send the Quote Order
Form (QOP) either by Email or Fax, enter (R ) to Run here.

Here is how the acknowledgement will look in the customer’s Outlook, the QOP
form is included.
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After selecting the users that will follow-up on the Quotes, your follow-up will
shown in the “back-office” PRM (My Schedule) or in the WEB based PRM,
again under (My Schedule).
Back Office My Schedule:

Web My Schedule:
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Other Functions contained in the Quote Order Module:

(U)pdate function allows the user to update an existing Quote Order.

This selection window is display when using the “Update” mode.
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(R)emove function is used to remove the Quote from the system completely. If
after selecting the Quote and the user answers (Y)es to the remove question, the
quote can no longer be accessed.

Enter “CO” at the Remove Order prompt and enter “Y” to the question.
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After Entering “Y” to remove the Order, do CTRL-G to open the window for the
valid reason codes and select one from the drop down.

All Cancelled Quotes can now be tracked through the system using the LSTLS
report for tracking purposes.
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After Removing the Quote you should “clear” any Open Activities that might be in
your schedule, be sure to choose the proper Task, (RQO Remove QO). In the
detail area, please include the Lost Sales Reason Code you choose from the
drop down. (E.G. EIE (Entered in Error CSR).

This is how the system will show the entries in PRM for tracking:
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(D)uplicate function can be used to duplicate any existing quote. This can be
used to add a new quote with new pricing or additional items.

Choose option (1):

Enter through the defaults, changing the Transaction date if needed and setting
the “Reprice Detail (Y/N): = “Y”, and “Branch Options (1/2): = “2”.
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Quote Order Printing
Using the QOP program (Quote Order Print) you can generate a printed copy of
the order.

This form should be printed to a Laser printer in your office. (laser1, laser2, etc.).
By answering “Y” to the CEFM prompt, if you entered any email or fax
information while entering the Quote then the system will use that method for
sending the quote acknowledgement.
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Troubleshooting – Helpful Hints
9 Updates to any quote can only be done if it hasn’t expired or if it hasn’t
been turned into an existing Order.
9 Quote should never have an expiration date that is not reasonable.
Meaning a date of 12/31/2099, as an example.
9 To update any Quote, use the “Update” option from Quote Order Entry.
9 Header fields are accessed from the “Header (O)pitons: prompt.
9 Detail line fields are accessed from the “Detail Update (O)ptions: prompt.
9 Quote expiration date can be changed using header field 238.
9 Header and detail line comments can be added using the “C” command at
the header or detail line prompts.
9 Use the “(M)argin View” option to change profit percentages.
9 If you don’t know the Item ID when at the new line prompt, using the
“CTRL-G” function will open a selection window.

Quote Order Follow-up
9 Quote Order follow-up will show up in PRM whenever a quote is
generated. Users should never cancel out of the Follow-up window.
9 If the customer goes with the Quote, then a follow-up entry should be
entered into PRM
9 If the customer doesn’t approve the Quote, then a follow-up with a reason
should be entered into PRM.
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